Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about the approaching census. This poll has grown to play a role in decisions from redistricting to resource allocation and near universal participation is essential to its effectiveness. This week the files of Mr Hofeller have become public documenting his role in every aspect of the proposed addition of a citizenship question and his motivation to steal votes for Republicans and resources for Non-Hispanic Whites. In the three cases around this duplicity now being decided by the supreme court his files show that Messrs Neuman and Gore lied under oath about their actions and those of Secretary Ross and fully prove the plaintiffs’ cases. It is essential for the government to prosecute these offenses, fire Secretary Ross and drop this discreditable move to debase the census.

Please assure me that you will not politicize the census.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from our honest government.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson